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Summary
This article allows readers to look at racial and ethnic disparitiesin school readiness from a
neuroscience perspective. Although researchershave traditionallymeasured gaps in school
readinessusing broad achievementtests, they can now assess readinessin terms of more specific brain-basedcognitive functions.Three neurocognitivesystems-cognitive control, learning and memory,and reading-are essentialfor success in school. Thanksto recent advancesin
brainimaging,it is now possible to examinethese three systems,each located in specific areas
of the brain,by observingthem in action as childrenengage in particulartasks.
Socioeconomic status-already linked with how well children do on skills tests generally-is
particularlyclosely linked with how well they perform on tasks involvingthese crucial neurocognitivesystems. Moreover,children'slife experiences can influence their neurocognitive
developmentand lead to functionaland anatomicalchangesin their brains.Noting that chronic
stress or abuse in childhood can impairdevelopment of the brain region involvedin learning
and memory,the authorsshow how the extremestress of being placed in an orphanageleads to
abnormalbraindevelopmentand decreasedcognitivefunctioning.
More optimistically,the authors explain that children'sbrains remain plastic and capable of
growthand development.Targetededucationalinterventionsthus have the promiseof improving both brain function and behavior.Severalsuch interventions,for example,both raise children'sscores in tests of reading and increase activityin the brain regions most closely linked
with reading.The brainregionsmost crucialfor school readinessmayprove quite responsiveto
effective therapeuticinterventions-even makingit possible to tailor particularinterventions
for individualchildren.The authorslook aheadto the daywhen effective educationalinterventions can begin to close racialand socioeconomicgaps in readinessand achievement.
www.future of children.org
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in schoolreadi- We touch on the limited researchinto racial
disparities

ness among America's preschoolersarestrongandpersistent. As elaboratedelsewherein
this volume, many aspects of
childhoodexperience,includinghealth, parenting, stress, violence, and access to resources,contributeto these disparities.Many
of these same experiences,includingchronic
stress and cognitive stimulation,also affect
brain developmentin both animalsand humans,suggestinga possiblepathwaybetween
experienceand ability.
To show how differencesin brain development mayultimatelylinkexperienceand academic achievement,we focusin this articleon
three core neurocognitivesystems that are
crucialfor schoolreadiness.Typicalmeasures
of school readinesssuch as achievementtests
or even IQ tests are quite imprecisefromthe
perspectiveof brainscience.1These tests assess a diverseset of mentalprocesses,involving many neural systems, without telling
muchaboutthe specificsystemsof the child's
mind and brain that are most involved in
school readiness.Recent workin the field of
cognitiveneuroscience,however,has made it
possible to assess the specific neurocognitive
systemsor brainregionsinvolvedin particular
cognitive skills. Using new neuroimaging
methods, researchers can design cognitive
tests that assess a single system, enabling
them to understandmorepreciselythe cognitive processes and underlyingbrain regions
whosedevelopmentcontributesto differences
in achievement. Ultimately, specific neurocognitive systems might be differentially
targetedby earlyeducationalinterventions.
We begin by introducingthe three neurocognitive systems,includingthe cognitiveprocesses involved,the types of tests used for assessment, and the brain regions implicated.
72
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differencesacrossthese systemsand discuss
some links between socioeconomic backgroundand neurocognitiveperformance.We
then discussresearchfindingsabout how experience can influencedevelopmentof these
systems. We conclude by drawingimplications for educationalinterventionson early
brain and cognitive development in these
systems.

Three Core Neurocognitive
Systems

To illustratehow brain developmentcan inform notions of readinessand achievement,
we brieflydescribethree key neurocognitive
systemsinvolvedin cognitiveskillsnecessary
for school success. Cognitive control, the
abilityto overrideinappropriatethoughtsand
behaviors,is associatedwith the prefrontal
cortex, located in the front of the brain.
Learningand memoryinvolvethe hippocampus, buried deep within the brain'stemporal
lobe. And reading(and its precursorsin preliterate children)is associatedwith the temporo-parietaland temporo-occipitalcortex,
locatedon the left surfaceof the brain.Each
of these brain regions changes and matures
throughoutchildhood, and researchersare
currentlytryingto understandhow children's
experiences influence such brain development. Scientistshope that this researchwill
lead to insightsthat are promisingfor the design of specificeducationalinterventions.
Cognitive Control
Cognitive processes attributed to the prefrontal cortex include the ability to allocate
attention, to hold something "online" in
memory, and to withhold an inappropriate
response.2 Such processes, collectively
knownas cognitivecontrol,are importantdevelopmentally,as they underliecognitiveand
social skills essential to academic success,
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such as the abilityto ignore distractingevents
inside and outside the classroom.In the laboratory, researchers can design behavioral
tasksto assess a child'sabilityto inhibit an inappropriateresponse. For example, a widely
used paradigmknown as the Go-No Go task
presents a child with many "go"stimuli that
require a rote button-press response, along
with an occasional"no go" stimulus that requires the child to withhold a response.3
Now, thankslargelyto developmentsin imaging methods,like magneticresonanceimaging
(MRI), researcherscan study cognitive skills
in the developinghuman brain. More than a
decade ago, KennethKwong,Seji Ogawa,and
othersshowedthat magneticresonanceis sensitive to blood oxygenationchanges in the
brain that may reflect changes in blood flow
and neuronal activity.4The discovery that
MRI can assess activityin the human brain
without the need for radioactivetracers required by other forms of brain imaging
opened a new era in the studyof humanbrain
development and behavior. Since then, numerous functionalmagnetic resonanceimaging (fMRI) studies have examined children
engaged in cognitive control tasks and have
found a characteristicage-relatedpattern in
the developmentof neuralactivityin the prefrontal cortex.5In young children, cognitive
control tasks are associatedwith diffuse patterns of prefrontalcortex activity,whereas by
adolescence the pattern of activity is both
more focal and more intense. In adulthood,
activityremains focal, but somewhatless intense. Because increasingage is also linked
with accuracyin performinga task,with experience, and with learning,one possible interpretationof these findingsis that the age-related decrease in brain activitycould reflect
reducedrecruitmentof braintissue as the task
becomes easier. But studies that have
matched children and adults on accuracyon
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the Go-No Go taskshowthatprefrontalactivity differencesrepresentmaturationalchange,
not differencein ability.6
Memory and Learning
The development of memoryand learningis
also clearly important to academic success.
One aspect of learning is the abilityto form
new associationsamongevents. In laboratory
tasksthat test the learningof new memories,
children typicallysee or hear lists of words,
stories,or scenes and then try to recollect the
presented stimuli.7For very young children,

Now, thanks largely to
developmentsin imaging
methods, like magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI),
researcherscan study
cognitive skills in the
developing human brain.
for whom a nonverbalmemoryassessmentis
preferable, researchers first familiarize the
child with a stimulusand then present him or
her with test trialspairingthe familiarstimulus with a new one. Infants' known preference for novelty allows researchersto infer
that an infantwho spends a longer time looking at the new stimulusrecognizesthe familiar one.8
The ability to learn and remember is supported in part by the hippocampus,located
deep inside the brain's temporal lobe.9 A
child's hippocampus increases in size with
age, with a particularlysharpincrease before
the age of two.10During the course of those
two years, a child's ability to learn and reVOL. 15 / NO. 1 / SPRING 2005
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memberassociationsmaturesin termsof both
how much informationis rememberedand
how long it is retained.ll Althoughresearch
into the link between a child'smemoryand
the functionalneuroanatomicaldevelopment
of the hippocampusis stillin its earlystages,a
recent imaging study showed that in both
childrenand adults, the speed of learninga
new association was correlated with hippocampalactivity.12
Interestingly,as with cognitive control and the prefrontalcortex, the
activityassociatedwith formingand rememberingnew associationswas more diffuseand
less focalin childrenthanit was in adults.

Languageand Reading
Both cognitive control and memory and
learningare generalcognitiveabilitiesthat a
child bringsto the academicenvironment.A
more specific cognitive ability-one that is
key to understandingthe gap in school readiness-is reading, along with the precursor
languageskillsthat are criticalfor the development of reading. Ample evidence has
shownthatphonologicalawareness,or an.understandingof the soundsof language,is crucial for reading.13Not only do preliterate
childrenwith better phonologicalawareness
learnto read more quicklythanchildrenwith
less such awareness,but kindergartenphonological awareness predicts teenage reading
abilitybetter than kindergartenreadingskill
does.14 Phonologicalawarenessis measured
behaviorallyby taskssuch as rhyming,blending sounds, and word-soundgames that assess the ability to manipulate syllables or
smallerunits of speech knownas phonemes.
A large swathof cortexknownas the perisylvianregionstretchesalongthe left side of the
brainand underliesmost languagefunctioning. Within this larger area, two regions are
primarilyresponsiblefor the normaldevelopment of reading.15The firstregion,the supe74
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riortemporalgyms, is involvedin phonological processingin normallyreadingadultsand
children.16Later childhood brings anatomical maturationof this region as measuredby
size, symmetry,and connectivity.l7The second region,the fusiformgyms, locatedalong
the bottom-leftside of the brain,has been associatedwith the abilityof skilled readersto
perceive automaticallya writtenword.Activity in the fusiformgyms is positivelycorrelatedwith both readingabilityand age. 8 The
two regionsare functionallylinkedin that the
developmentof the fusiformgyrusis thought
to be influencedby phonologicalprocessing
in the preliteratechild.19
This sketchof these three neurocognitivesystems illustrateshow researchershave begun
to understandthe developmentalcourse of
several cognitiveprocesses and their neural
underpinnings.The challenge is to understand how an individualchild'sexperiences,
manyof which may varyaccordingto racial,
ethnic, or socioeconomic background,may
affect the developing brain. Focusing on
these specific neurocognitivesystems,rather
than on the multiple systems measured by
achievementtests, may makeit possibleboth
to understandthe link between experience
and brain development and to address the
racialgap in school readinessby directlytargetingthe specificsystemswith interventions.

Racialand Socioeconomic
Disparitiesin Neurocognitive
Performance

Few researchersas yet have examinedracial
disparitiesin academicachievementin terms
of specific neurocognitivesystems. In fact,
few studies of cognitivedevelopmentexplicitly examine race at all. One notable recent
exception,a studyof cognitivecontrol,investigated a child'sabilityto suppressan inappropriateresponse as measuredin a labora-
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tory task.20 The study found that children
from higher socioeconomic backgrounds
generally performed better on the test. It also
found, after controlling for socioeconomic
status, that African American and Hispanic
children resisted the interference of competing demands better than white children did.
Although this study needs to be replicated to
confirm its findings, a preliminary interpretation might be that racial disparities in
achievement, or at least in cognitive control,
are in fact mediated by socioeconomic differences (and with associated differences in access to resources).
The suggestion that socioeconomic differences underlie racial differences in academic
performance is supported by the fact that minorities are at much greater risk for growing
up in poverty.21As detailed elsewhere in this
volume, children from impoverished backgrounds are at heightened risk for poor academic readiness and achievement because of
differences in their physical health, the quality of the cognitive and emotional stimulation
they receive at home, their parenting, and
their early childhood education.22 Thus, although work on racial differences in cognitive development is limited as yet, researchers are beginning to examine the link
between socioeconomic status (SES) and
neurocognitive achievement.
So far this research has documented a strong
and persistent connection between socioeconomic status-most
commonly measured
education,
using
occupation, and incomeand childhood cognitive ability and achievement as measured by IQ, achievement test
scores, and functional literacy.23In one study,
for example, socioeconomic status accounted
for some 20 percent of the variation in childhood IQ.24 Another found that disparities in
achievement due to socioeconomic status in-
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crease with age: a child'scognitive ability at
age ten is more closely linkedto his socioeconomic status at age two than to his cognitive
ability at age two.25 But despite extensive
work on the connection between socioeconomic status and cognitive performance as
measured by standardized testing, researchersare only beginning to focus on the
specific brain functions that link childhood
experienceand cognitiveperformance.
To address this gap in research,we recently
examined the neurocognitivefunctioning of
AfricanAmericankindergartnersfrom different socioeconomic backgrounds,using tasks

Thesuggestionthat
socioeconomic
differences
underlieracialdifferences
in
academicperformance
is
supported by the fact that
minorities are at much
greater riskfor growing up
in poverty.
from the cognitive neuroscienceliteratureto
explorehow childhoodSES helps accountfor
the normal variance in performance across
different neurocognitive systems.26 We recruited thirty middle-SES children and thirty
low-SES children from public kindergarten
classes in Philadelphia to participate in a battery of behavioral tasks, each specific to a
particular neurocognitive system. The tasks
were designed to assess the language, cognitive control, and memory systems, along with
several others. The systems we selected were
relatively independent of one another, had
correspondingly distinct locations in the
VOL. 15 / NO. 1 / SPRING 2005
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brain,and had substantialroles in cognition
and school performance.We found that socioeconomic status was generallycorrelated
with the children'sperformanceon the battery of tasksas a whole, thus replicatingthe
well-documented socioeconomic gap in
global measures of cognitive performance.
But we also found that socioeconomicstatus
was disproportionatelycorrelatedwith performance in certain systems. Specifically,
children'sperformancein tasks tapping the
left perisylvian(language) system and the

Socioeconomicstatus
accountedfor a good
portion of the variance in
performancein different
aspects of cognitive control
and in tasks involving
several other systems,
includinglearningand
memory.
prefrontal(cognitive control) system varied
widely accordingto their socioeconomicstatus, while their performancein tasks involving other systems showed either no differences or nonsignificanttrends.The effects on
the language and cognitive control systems
were quite large.For the left perisylvian(language) system, the mean score of the group
of middle-classchildrenwas 1.1 standarddeviations higher than the mean score of the
poorerchildren;for the prefrontal(cognitive
control)system,the differencewas 0.68 standarddeviation.
When we replicatedour preliminarystudyin
a larger sample of 150 multiracialchildren,
76
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we largelyconfirmedour originalfindings.27
Socioeconomicstatusaccountedfor the most
variancein performancein the languagesystem. It also accountedfor a good portionof
the variancein performancein differentaspects of cognitivecontroland in tasksinvolving severalother systems,includinglearning
and memory.
These two studies are the first ever to compare directly the extent to which socioeconomic factors account for the variance in
children'sperformanceon tasksinvolvingdifferent neurocognitivesystems. Both found
that the effect of socioeconomicstatus was
not uniform, that it differs from system to
system.In some systems,the effect was negligible. Effects were greateston variationsin
languageskills,but socioeconomicstatusalso
accounts for some of the variationin other
systems,includingcognitivecontroland possiblylearningand memory,amongothers.
Because of the exceptional importance of
reading skill for academic and life achievement, we were particularlyinterested in examining how socioeconomic status affects
that particularaspect of language development. Correlationsbetween socioeconomic
backgroundand word readingabilityare typicallyfairlystrong(they fall within the range
of 0.3 to 0.7, with 1 being a perfect correlation).28Often, researchersattributethis close
relationshipto the link between socioeconomic status and reading-related experiences, such as the home literacy environment, degree of early print exposure, and
quality of early schooling.29 But, as noted, a

largelyseparateline of researchhas provided
abundant evidence that phonological awareness is causally related to reading development.30 Despite independent work showing
that socioeconomic background and phonological awareness are each associated with
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readingachievement,surprisinglyfew studies
have explored how socioeconomic status relates to phonemic awarenessin predictingindividualdifferencesin readingability.31
We investigatedthis question and found that
on severaldifferenttypes of readingtasks,socioeconomic status and phonological awareness each accounted for unique variance in
skill.32 Furthermore, in certain cases, we
found that SES actuallyseemed to modulate
the relationshipbetween phonologicalawareness and reading.Thatis, at the highest levels
of phonologicalawareness,children were on
average reading well regardlessof socioeconomic background.In contrast,at lower levels of phonologicalskill, a disparityemerged
such that higher-SES children continued to
read relativelywell, whereas lower-SESchildren began to struggle.
Together,these findings imply that the relationship between socioeconomicbackground
and reading does not simply reflect differences in the development of phonological
awarenessskills. In contrast,multiple factors
play complex roles in the development of
readingand in predictingwhether a child will
acquire this crucial skill easily or with difficulty. Put simply, disparatecauses may lead
to the same cognitive difficulties.Two different children may have similar problems in
learningto read,but one mayhave inherently
poor phonologicalawarenessskills,while the
other may be growingup in an environment
with scant access to literacymaterialsand instruction.Is it possible then, that a child who
struggleswith readingin the contextof a lowliteracy environment might have difficulties
that are fundamentallydifferent from those
of a child who struggles despite access to a
higher-literacy environment? Might these
two children respond differentlyto different
types of intervention?
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This brings us to a key applicationfor neuroimaging.If similar low levels of performance in a skill such as reading may have different causes, then imaging the brain may
help to tease such effects apart, extending
our knowledge beyond the limits of behavioral data. It is now possible to examine
whether similarbehavioralprofiles resulting
from different causes could be rooted in different effects on brain development. It may
be differences in brain development, rather
than differences in behavioralperformance,
that ultimately predict an individual child's
response to intervention.In the next section,
we examine how differences in experience
influence the developmentof neurocognitive
systemscrucialfor academicsuccess.

Experienceand Brain
Development

Thus far, we have focused on the developmental course of several core cognitive
processes and their neural underpinnings,as
well as on how cognitiveachievementis associated with socioeconomic backgroundand
perhapsrace. The next challengeis to understand how a child's experiences-many of
which may reflect his or her socioeconomic,
racial,or ethnic background-may affect the
developingbrain.Understandinghow experience influences behavioraland brain development may make it possible to design educational curriculums to target the specific
brain regions that underlie cognitive skills
importantfor academicsuccess.
Experience shapes brain development at
many levels of organization,from molecules
to larger brain systems.33Variationsin such
types of experience as cognitive stimulation
and early life stress lead to functional and
anatomicalchanges throughoutthe brain in
both animals and people. Scientists can, for
example, cause broad neural changes in aniVOL. 15 / NO. 1 / SPRING 2005
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malsby manipulating
environthe laboratory
or
the
animals'
exment,enriching depriving
In humans,stress
periencein variousways.34
hasgarneredmuchattentionas one particularexperiencethatmayaffectcognitiveand
academicachievement.Stressfullife condiwithlowsocioecotionshavebeenassociated
nomicstatus,and differencesin emotional
supportin the homeaccountfora significant
portionof the variancein children'sverbal,
reading,andmathskills,evenwhenmaternal
education,familystructure,
prenatalcare,infanthealth,nutrition,and mother'sage are
taken into account.35Such cognitive differences may be caused in part by biological responses to stress.
Children raised in chronically stressful or
abusive situations demonstrate increased or
irregular production of stress hormone.36 In
animals, such abnormal levels of stress hormone lead to adverse brain development,
particularly in the hippocampus.3' Reduced
hippocampal volume has also been found in
human adults in a variety of stress-related
conditions, including post-traumatic stress
disorder and major depression.38 Given the
critical role of the hippocampus in learning
and memory, it is not surprising that changes
in hippocampal activity caused by prolonged
exposure to elevated stress hormone may
lead to deficits in learning.39
Developmental studies of maltreated children find generalized intellectual and academic impairments, as measured by IQ or
achievement tests.40 Studies applying more
specific neurocognitive methods suggest that
these children also show deficits in cognitive
control.41 MRI studies of children suffering
from post-traumatic stress disorder caused by
maltreatment have found not only that their
brains are smaller overall than those of children who have not been maltreated, but also
78
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that their frontal lobe structure is abnormal.42These studies, however,cannot draw
causal relationshipsbetween maltreatment
and brainchanges.
To sort out these findings,we have begun to
examine how one extreme form of chronic
childhoodstress-being placedin an orphanage-affects a child'sdevelopingbrain. Researchershaverecognizedfor some time that
both a child'sage at placementand the duration of the placementaffect the child'sdevelopment.43We have recruitedand collected
preliminarydata on fourteen children between the ages of five and eleven who spent
time in an orphanage.The children were
adoptedbetween the ages of six monthsand
five years, except for one boy, who was
adoptedat age eight. Theywere placedin the
orphanagebetween birth and age two, with
the exception of the same boy, who was
placed at age five.
Of the fourteenchildren,seven have at least
one clinical psychiatricdiagnosis.Strikingly,
the older the childrenwere at adoption,the
more likely they are to have symptoms,and
ultimately a diagnosis. The healthiest children were placed in the orphanageyoung
and adoptedyoung, and they spent relatively
less time in the orphanageoverall.
Most of the children'sgeneralcognitiveability scores fell within the averagerange, but
theirestimatedfull-scaleIQ scoreswere negativelycorrelatedwith time spent in the orphanage (see figure 1). The children who
lived there a shorter time tended to have
higherIQ scores.
To assess cognitivecontrolin these children,
we used the Go-No Go test.44The performance of the adoptedchildrenon the test differed from that of twelve age-matchedcon-
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Figure 1. Time Spent in Orphanage
and IQ

Figure 2. Cognitive Control and Age
at Adoption
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trols in overall accuracy. Performance was
negatively correlated with age of adoption:
children adopted at a younger age tended to
score higher on the test (see figure 2). Thus
stress associatedwith institutionali7ationappears to be linked with decreased cognitive
ability as measured both by general intelligence tests and by specific measures of cognitive control.These findingsare in line with
those noted earlier,that traumatizedchildren
show abnormal maturation of prefrontal
function.
How do these cognitive changes relate to
brainchanges?We examinedthe effects of institutionali7ationon brain developmentusing
magnetic resonance imaging on a subset of
eight of these children. As seen in figure 3,
MRIsof those childrenshowed an association
between totalbrainvolume and estimatedIQ,
a trend that has been repeatedly demonstratedelsewhere.45The MRIs also showed a
moderate associationbetween the length of
time a child spent in an orphanageand the
child'sprefrontalvolume (after overall brain
volume had been takeninto account).
Because the hippocampus is implicated in
memory and learning and because it is vul-
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nerableto stress,we tested for a linkbetween
its volume and the length of time a child lived
in the orphanage.As figure 4 shows, the volume decreased as a functionof time spent in
the institution. (We controlled for current
age and overallbrainvolume.) These results,
too, are in line with those noted in adults
with post-traumaticstress disorder.Not surprisingly,we found that previously institutionalized children perform poorly on learning and memory tasks. Preliminaryfindings
from our laboratoryshowed that these children were significantlyslower than the control groupto learn new stimulus-responseassociations and override old ones, an ability
that correlates with hippocampal activity.46
Hippocampal volume was also correlated
with time spent with the adopted family:the
longer a child lived with a stable family,the
greaterhis or her hippocampalvolume. This
finding suggests a powerfuleffect of the positive experience of adoptionfrom orphanage
to home.
Although most research on stress and humans has focused on extreme-and rarecases such as institutionali7ation,milderdaily
elevations in stress may have long-term effects as well. In children of low socioecoVOL. 15 / NO. 1 / SPRING 2005
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Figure 3. Brain Volume and IQ
Brain volume (ml)

Figure 4. Hippocampal Volume and Time
Spent in Orphanage
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nomic status, for example, Sonia Lupien and
her colleagues found increased levels of salivarycortisol,which were linked with depression in their mother.47This researchis potentially quite relevant to understanding the
biological and neural underpinningsof the
achievementgap between children of different socioeconomicbackgrounds.
As is evident from the effect of adoption in
our studyof childrenplaced in an orphanage,
experience need not be negative to shape a
developing brain. On the contrary,positive
differences in experience can quite powerfully lead to functionalreorganizationof the
brain. One often-cited example is learning a
second language. As has long been recognized, the older a person is when exposedto a
second language,the less likelyhe or she is to
be able to develop true, accent-free fluency.
Recent neuroimagingstudies have begun to
elucidatethe neurobiologicalbasis for this experience.48Typically,the studiespresent children with written or spoken words in both
their first and their second languagesand examine differences in brain activity in response. In bilingualchildrenwho learn a second language before they turn seven, brain
activity in response to the two languages is
similarand takesplace in overlappingregions
of the left side of the brain. But in children
80
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who learn a second languagelater, brain activityin responseto the two languagesoccurs
in nonoverlappingregions. In particular,the
first language typicallyelicits the usual leftsided pattern of activity,whereas the second
often causes a more variablepattern that is
more likely to be localized to the right side.
Althoughthe brainretainsplasticityfor learning a second language,the specific patternof
plasticityappearsto depend on the age when
that languageis learned, which may also reflect ultimatefluency.
Finally, discussions of experience-related
plasticityin cognitiveabilityand braindevelopment often evoke the issue of genetics.
What is the role of genes in the development
of cognitive abilities?Researchershave long
agreed that both genes and experienceinfluence cognitive outcomes. For instance, twin
studies have shown that even when genetic
effects are taken into account,violence in the
home is linked with lower IQ.49Conversely,
both genes and environmentaffect cognitive
resilienceto the effects of low socioeconomic
status.50Adoption studies have also shown
that the socioeconomicbackgroundsof both
biological and adoptive parents are independent predictorsof adopted children'sIQ,
reflectinggenetic and experientialinfluences
on the child, respectively.51
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But the nature-nurturequestion is more nuanced than merely being a matter of where
the balance of influence lies. Researchers
now recognize that genes and experience are
not truly independent predictors,but that in
many cases nature is in part moderated by
nurture. Animal research, for example, has
shown that naturallyoccurringvariationsin
maternal care can alter the expression of
genes that regulatethe response to stress and
that early social attachmentrelationshipscan
modify the heritabilityof aggressive behavior.52Humanresearchhas drawnsimilarconclusions. Of particularrelevance to understanding the gap in school readiness is a
recent study showing that among families of
lower socioeconomicstatus,variationin IQ is
far more environmentalthan genetic in origin, whereasthe converseholds in familiesof
higher socioeconomicstatus.53That is, an impoverished child's background and experiences can so heavilyinfluence his or her degree of achievementthat his genetic makeup
is nearlyirrelevantin predictinghis academic
success. Optimistically,such a powerful role
for experience suggeststhat interventionmay
be particularlysuccessful among disadvantaged children.
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digms can lead to improved learning and
problemsolvingthat is directlyrelatedto hippocampalplasticity,it is not yet clearwhether
similareffects could be observedin children.54

In this final section, we look aheadto the role
that brain plasticity may play in developing
and testing cognitive interventions in the
three neurocognitive systems on which we
have focused: memory and learning, cognitive control, and reading. It is prematureto
recommend specific interventions on the
basis of brain evidence, but preliminaryresearchin this nascent field is promising.

Cognitive control has received somewhat
more attention. Several studies have shown
not only that young children with attention
deficit hyperactivitydisorder (ADHD) can
benefit from repeated trainingon laboratory
tasks known to involve prefrontal function,
but also that trainingon such tasks can improve performanceon untrainedtasksinvolving similar regions.55These studies did not
directly measure brain function, relying instead on tasks alreadyshown to engage prefrontal regions. Recently, however, M. R.
Rueda and colleagues showed that four-yearolds who attended seven sessions of attention
trainingshowed significantimprovementon
abstract reasoning skills relative to children
who received a controlinterventionof watching videos. Furthermore,during a cognitive
control task administeredafter their training
was complete, the children showed brain activitythatwas more adult-likethanthat of the
control group.56These preliminary results
suggest the possibility of designing broader
educational interventions that specifically
target cognitivecontrol,which a recent study
found to be the single best predictor of resilience among high-riskchildren, even controlling for age, gender, negative life events,
chronic strain, abuse, nonverbal IQ, selfesteem, parental monitoring,and emotional
support.57Of course, the feasibilityof any interventionprogrammust be assessed outside
the laboratorybefore being implemented on
a largerscale.

Researchers in brain plasticity have as yet
done little work on memory trainingin humans. Although animal research has repeatedly shown that training on memory para-

Reading has attractedby far the most attention from those scientists investigatingintervention-relatedbrain plasticity.58Manystudies have provided behavioral evidence that
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childrenwithmildto severereadingimpairthatexmentscanbenefitfrominterventions
awareness
and
plicitlysupportphonological
providetrainingin the alphabeticdecoding
skillsnecessaryto convertprintto sound.59
of the neuraleffectsof
Recentexaminations
studiesprovidea betterunsuchbehavioral
of how suchprogramsimprove
derstanding
the
skills,with ultimategoalof targetinginneeds.Sevchildren's
to individual
tervention
eral investigatorshave used neuroimaging
techniquesto followbrainchangesin chilOne
drenoverthe courseof anintervention.
brain
found
decreased
activity
investigation
in the left superiortemporalgymsregionin
eight childrenwith readingdifficulties,as
Folchildren.60
comparedwithnonimpaired
intervention
involving
lowinga two-month
work
of
hours
processing
phonological
eighty
with one of two commercialpackages
(Phono-Graphicsand LindamoodPhoneme

children's
the reading-impaired
Sequencing),
scores
meanstandardized
improved
reading
from the 5th percentileto the 50th percentile.The childrenalso showedincreases
in left superiortemporalgyms activity(as
The
wellasa decreasein right-sided
activity).
childrenwhodidnotpareightnonimpaired
stademonstrated
ticipatein theintervention
ble brainresponsesoverthe sametimespan.
the studyincludedno readingImportantly,
control
group,makingit impossible
impaired
to tell whetherchangeswere specificto the
interventionor simplythe resultof generic
tutoringor even schoolingeffects.Another
difficultywasthatbeforethe ininterpretive
children
tervention,the reading-impaired
the
showedverylow accuracyin performing
task measuredby the brain scanner.The
changesin brainactivityfollowingthe intervention,therefore,couldhavebeen due not
to a changein brainfunctionper se but
ratherto the children's
engagementin a task
notattended.
to whichtheyhadpreviously
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Similarly, Elise Temple and colleagues measured changes in functional activity in a group
of reading-impaired children in whom preintervention functional magnetic resonance
imaging indicated reduced activity in readingrelated regions relative to children in a control group.61After the children in the experimental group participated in a six-week,
forty-five-hour intervention, including a commercial computer-based training program

(Fast ForWord Language) and a special
school curriculum for children with dyslexia,
their reading improved significantly. Changes
in their post-test functional MRI results were
widespread, extending to fourteen brain regions, some of which also changed in the nonimpaired group. Most of the regions undergoing change are thought to be typically
involved in reading; several are not. The size
of changes in regions associated with reading
was correlated with improvements in oral language, but not with reading improvements.
Again, this study is difficult to interpret because it lacked a reading-impaired control
group randomized to a different intervention.
To make interpretation even more complicated, in a separate randomized controlled
study, more than 200 children in an urban
school district received Fast ForIVord but
made no gains in reading compared with a
control group of reading-impaired children
who did not receive the program.62This finding underscores the need for a readingimpaired control group in imaging studies and
suggests that the strict adherence to an intervention required in the laboratorysetting may
be unrealistic in the classroom.
Finally, a recent study followed a group of
children who received an experimental intervention consisting of fifty minutes a day of individual tutoring focused on phonological
awareness and the alphabetic principle and
contrasted it with a "community interven-
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tion" group that received normal schoolbased remedial reading instruction.63The
children were tested before and after eight
months of intervention and were also compared with a control group of nonimpaired
readers.Followingthe intervention,children
in the experimentalgroup had made significantly greater gains in reading fluency than
had those in the community intervention
group.They also showedbrainactivityduring
reading that looked remarkablysimilar to
that of children in the nonimpairedcontrol
group-and they maintainedthis more typical pattern of activity for at least one year.
The community intervention group showed
less activity in the typical reading-related
areasthan did the other two groups.
Together, these three studies suggest that
brain regions involved with reading in typically developing readers may prove to be
quite malleablein response to effective therapeutic interventions. Brain activation patterns in these regions can change dramatically over the course of relativelyshort-lived
interventions.As noted, successful interpretation of study results requires the rigorous
use of controlgroupsto examineboth the behavioralefficacy and neural specificityof any
intervention effects. In addition, improvements must be followed over time to verify
that gains persist. Finally,interventionsthat
succeed in the laboratorymust be tested in
real classroomenvironmentsbefore they can
be widely implemented. Although it would
be premature at this time to recommend a
specific program for use, we are becoming
more confident of the efficacy of combined
training in phonological awareness and the
alphabetic principle, as laboratorytests of
that particularcombinationoften show both
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improvedreadingskillsandpatternsof brain
activitythatlookmorelikethoseseen in typicallydevelopingreaders.
But it is not enough for an intervention to improve reading skills on average. Ultimately,
the goal is to tailor particular interventions
for individual children. If, as we believe, similar low levels of reading performance-or
any other neurocognitive skill-may result
from different causes, then imaging the brain
may help to tease such effects apart, extending our knowledge beyond the limits of behavioral data. We now have the ability to examine whether similar behavioral profiles
associated with disparate risk factors might
be rooted in different effects on brain development. In fact, it may be differences in
brain development, rather than in behavioral
performance, that ultimately predict an individual child's response to intervention.
Tantalizing preliminary evidence for this suggestion comes from a study showing that both
socioeconomic status and a particular neuroanatomical measure (left-right asymmetry
of the planum temporale in the temporal
lobe) independently predicted reading ability.64The study suggests that researchers can
predict a child's reading achievement levels
better by using a combination of information
about the brain and about social background
than by using either type of information
alone. By using both types of information,
they might one day be able to design interventions that meet an individual child's needs
in ways that simple behavioral measures
alone cannot. Indeed, by thus honing the
tools of intervention, they may ultimately reduce the gap in achievement so often observed for underserved groups.
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